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Thesis #2:  Hegel the Lutheran Heretic
The political philosopher Hegel is ground Zero for the 

current political madness we are in.  

From him came the idea that politics is a product of a 
historical progress of enlightened consciousness. 

Hegel’s project was to de-mythologize millenarianism 
and repackage it for the modern world.



Step One:  Ancient Synergism (Pelgianism)

(1) Synergism means “working with God” for salvation (free will 
supplants original sin)

(2) Because man is perfectible, his society can also be perfectible
(3) Education is means to reforming the soul, and society
(4) Jesus is a moral example of what is possible for man, not the 

Transcendent God become flesh
(5) Centered on monasteries and mysticism (as guides and gurus to 

the perfected Self), not on Church, ministry, and Sacraments (as 
external emblems of administered salvation which I receive)

(6) Took optimistic view of the Chrstianization of the Roman Empire 
(unlike Augustine), as “realized exchatology”





Realized Eschatology, or 
“Immanentizing the Eschaton”

• Horizontal eschatology (what we are):  Christ’s kingdom will come at the 
end of time and we participate in it now by faith in the Word; there’s no 
relationship between it and the world, except in a “salt of the earth” kind 
of way; need resurrected flesh for final salvation

• Vertical eschatology (what Gnostics are):  Because the flesh isn’t needed 
for salvation, you can have resurrection, salvation,and enlightenment right 
now

• Fusion of both (what millenarians, Hegelians, and Progressives are):  We 
can have political salvation “NOW” in real, material forms, meaning we can 
have a utopia; God’s kingdom manifests on earth through the willful 
participation in the political process of men with enlightened 
consciousness (woke)



Step Two:  Joachimism



Step Three:  Millenarianism
(1) Sectarian cults of the Middle Ages with the following characteristics

• Led by prophets claiming direct illumination from the Holy Spirit
• Believed they were elite or elect vanguards of a new age in which God was working through them to bring 

about His kingdom (New Israel, New England, New Amsterdam, etc.)
• Saw the world in binary, Manichaean terms:  the old world is darkness and evil, the new world is goodness 

and light
• Book learning was feared and represented the way of learning in the old age
• Because they were God’s hands in history, they could act as His judges to exact justice on the “unevolved”
• Their program was communalistic and often antinomian
• Their programs all failed when they didn’t bring about the promised utopia

(2) Book of a Hundred Chapters:  Brethren of the Yellow Cross would bring about an age of peace 
and prosperity under a resurrected Frederick.  They would “smash Babylon in the name of God 
and bring the whole world under [Frederick’s] rule, so that there shall be one shepherd, one 
sheepfold and one faith throughout the whole world….Whoever strikes a wicked man for his 
evildoing, for instance for blasphemy – if he beats him to death he shall be called a servant of 
God.”

(3) Examples in history:  Thomas Muntzer, the Bohemians, the Munster revolution, the hippy 
heretics, etc.



The Case of Munster’s New Jerusalem
• Prophet:  Melchior Hoffman

• Preached that merchants should cancel debts and share 
property

• Replaced by Anabaptist John Matthys, who sent John Bockelson
(of Leiden), the “apostle” to Munster

• John of Leiden’s reforms

• Munster rechristened New Jerusalem

• Lutherans and Catholics kicked out

• Only rule was love; citizens called each other brother and sister:  
“everything which offends against love – all such things are 
abolished amongst us by the power of love and community.”

• Changed marriage laws and constitution of the town

• Women would have to give up godless husbands and join an 
Anabaptist harem

• To keep people mesmerized during seize by bishop, he put on 
dramatic displays and desecrating the mass.



Step Four:  Hegelianism
(1) Hegel absorbed the Pietistic millenarianism of Wurttemburg

(2) His task was to secularize, demythologize, and give scientific 
credence to millenarianism

(3) “History” became God; the “Spirit of history” became the 
Holy Spirit; education became the gnosis

(4) This is the birth of Progressivism, the move to keep the 
ethical and apocalyptic hopes of Christianity without its 
forms

(5) Hegel is how the government has become a secularized 
version of the Church, how Marxism became a degraded 
form of Christianity, and why modern leftists are constantly 
talking about the “right side of history”



Erik Voegelin’s four 
symbols of Joachim’s 

influence



(1)  Revolution of Ages

• The idea of the “Third Realm”
• Humanistic:  Ancient, Medieval, Modern
• Comte:  theological, metaphysical, positive science
• Hegel:  three stages of consciousness (age of the despot, aristocratic age, modern age)
• Marx:  primitive communism; age of borgeois; age of communism
• Schelling (Christian ages):  Petrine, Pauline, and Johannine
• Idea of “Revolution”  or Ages turning over from one to the other.  Revolution of 

society reflects revolution of the mind. 
• Echoes of this idea:  eras of world-historical shift; paradigm change; the New Age; 

Pisces giving way to Aquarius; etc.
• “We have to re-define the Church.”
• Emergents:  “I can smell change in the air.”



(2) The “Leader” (novus dux)

• Almost a shamanistic designation
• Gnostics:  “prostates”  (leader)
• St. Francis of Asissi
• Sectarian movements in Reformation:  leaders were paracletes 

possessed by the Spirit of God
• Fascism (der fuhrer; il duce) Nietzche’s Superman, the “New Man” of 

the new age; the divinized man (tied into post-modern understanding 
of God as projection of Self; the triumph of the State is the triumph of 
the Self

• Transhumanism



(3) The prophet:  The precursors to the leader 

• In modern times, the “secularist intellectual who thinks he knows the 
meaning of history and can predict the future.”:  Comte, Marx, etc.

• In the Middle Ages, it was prophets; in the Enlightenment, it was the 
philosophes, Aufklarer, and “scientists”

• Today, it’s the “experts” and elite academicians



(4)  Spiritual Autonomy

• The symbol of spiritually autonomous persons NOT NEEDING ANY 
SUPPORTS OF EXISTING INSTITUTIONS

• A community of monks (without the sacramental support of the 
Church)

• In modern times demands the deconstruction of existing institutions 
(eg., the family and church in communism)



Current State of Things…
Elite institutions, corporations, and media assume management of a 
narrative which is a degraded form of Christianity:  

(1) Gnosis replaces Logos:  “Woke” replaces rationality
(2) Radicalism replaces Redemption:  The Old Age can only be 

cancelled and torn down, certainly not built upon
(3) Puritanism replaces Sinner/Saint:  Total “buy-in” to the program 

demanded
(4) Imperium replaces Ecclesia:  Every aspect of life is politicized
(5) Eros replaces Agape:  Not love for neighbor (or enemies!), but 

projected love of Self on the screen of an abstracted, collective 
“humanity” 





Gnosticism’s Fundamental Weakness # 1

The Denial of Nature and 
Reality

Response:  “You can chase out 
nature with a pitchfork, but it 

will always come rushing 
back.”



Reality vs. Fantasy
In the first frame, who “manages” 
the understanding of the each 
person?

In the second frame, who is 
managing the understanding of 
the image on the screen?  

What is lost from the first 
scene to the second scene?



Fantasy:  The Forbidden Fruit
(1) The created order was “very good.”  And 

even after the fall, “the earth is full of the 
goodness of the Lord.”

(2) Eve’s temptation was to cast the covets 
of her heart beyond what God had 
created – knowledge of the realm of evil 

(3) This is the “idol-making machine” of the 
human heart

(4) Results in utopian systems, dominance of 
“narrative,” media addiction, and 
fantastical madness

(5) This in turn results in the soul malady of 
melancholia



Response # 1:  Don’t Give Up the Dialogue
(1) God created the earth and all its elements
(2) Language, grammar, and logic reflect this creation
(3) Gnostics would tear down language because they 

want to tear down the creation and replace it with 
their utopian, fantasy-based vision

(4) Every statement of truth reflecting the created world 
deflates the fantasy-projection of the Gnostic

(5) Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-Nego in 
Babylon

Eg. David Chapelle:  “Gender is a fact.  Every human being 
in this room, every human being on Earth, had to pass 
through the legs of a woman to be on Earth.”

This cannot be denied!!  And everyone knows it.
How many other such truths of Christianity have been 
suppressed or ignored because we fear how it will be 

received?



Response # 2:  The Incarnate Word

Implications of “The Word 
became flesh” against a life lived 
in fantasy:
(1) In-person Church is a non-

negotiable
(2) Neighbors are the flesh and 

blood persons in your 
proximity, not an abstracted 
“humanity” interpreted 
according to some narrative 
or construct

(3) We are made to live in society 
and people are begging for 
social interaction.  The Church 
may be one of a few 
institutions that still requires 
bodily presence



Gnosticism’s Fundamental Weakness #2
(1) Gnosticism begins with a view 

that the world in its current state 
is evil

(2) Because the world is evil, it is in 
need of salvation, a salvation 
worked by collective humanity

(3) But humanity’s solutions over 
and over prove to be worse than 
the problem, which is why it’s 
the fourth horseman of the 
apocalypse (false christs arise to 
save us from war, pestilence, 
and famine)



The Darkened, Depressed Vision of the World

Big, global elites are destroying the world 
and keeping me down!

The world’s systems and institutions are 
corrupt and need to be torn down!

Dark powers are at work in the world!

Man’s solution:  Numb oneself through 
various self-medications or start a radical 
revolution



Is the World Evil?

Psalm 33: 5 -- The earth is full of the goodness of the LORD. 

Timothy 4:1 -- Now the Spirit expressly says that in latter times some 
will depart from the faith, giving heed to deceiving spirits and doctrines 
of demons, speaking lies in hypocrisy, having their own conscience 
seared with a hot iron, forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain 
from foods which God created to be received with thanksgiving by 
those who believe and know the truth.  For every creature of God is 
good, and nothing is to be refused if it is received with thanksgiving. . . 

If the world is evil, why is the Church breaking out in Eucharist 
(thanksgiving) every week, as if the world is full of goodness?



The Darkened Vision vs. the Vision of Faith
(1) The Holy Spirit’s task, Jesus says, is to “take of what is Mine and 

declare it to you.”
(2) What belongs to Jesus but heaven.  Heaven is given to us 

through the Word.  This effects our vision, something promised 
wit the gift of the Holy Spirit

(3) If Christ rules over all things, nothing is outside His control.  All 
things truly work out for the good of those who love Him.

(4) This transforms our vision; it occurs by the Word of God and 
becomes a reality liturgically.

(5) The liturgy (among other things) is a thanksgiving sacrifice in 
response to a vision that sees nothing but an “earth full of the 
goodness of the Lord”

(6) This is our witness to the world:  Jesus rules over all things and 
has/is working all things for good (the reality of our goodness is 
justification)


